
Inglés Intermedio
Superlatives



•Think of your 
partner (husband, 
wife…)



Who is younger? 
I am younger than my…

My wife/husband is younger 
than me…



Who is a better cook? 
I am a better cook than…
My husband/wife is a better 
cook than…





•The most flexible



• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1Rs793CjqE

• Superlatives - Video



Share answers 





















•Think and 
say….



The most delicious 
food there is.



The best music 
band ever. 







• Superlative adjectives are used to 
describe an object which is at the upper or 
lower limit of a quality (the tallest, the 
smallest, the fastest, the highest). They are 
used in sentences where a subject is 
compared to a group of objects.





















Adjective Comparative Superlative









Irregular 
comparatives/sup
erlatives



Irregular 
comparatives/sup
erlatives



Harder
Colder

Softer
Taller

Richer

Madder
Funnier

Bigger



Harder
Colder

Softer

Taller                                               
Richer

Madder
Funnier

Bigger

hardest
coldest

softest
tallest

richest

maddest
funniest

biggest



•Bamboozle 
game. 
https://www.baa
mboozle.com/sm
allquiz/69791/1



I am the + 
superlative___________
….in my family.
…of all my brothers and 
sisters. 
….of all my friends. 











This rice does not taste as good as my mom’s. 

Negative statements with 
as….as









• Blue whales are (big) __________ 
than dinosaurs.  True or false.

Comparison with as…as

• Blue whales are 
____________________ some 
dinousaurs. 



• Blue whales are (big) bigger than 
dinosaurs.  True or false.

Comparison with as…as

• Blue whales are as big as some 
dinousaurs. 



a)They are (heavy) 
_____________ than fifteen 
buses. True or false.

Comparison with as…as
They are _________________as
fifteen buses.



a)They are (heavy) heavier
than fifteen buses. True or 
false.

Comparison with as…as
They are as heavy as fifteen
buses. 



a)Blue whale’s call is (loud) _____ than 
jackhammers and jet engines. True or 
false.

Comparison with as…as

b) Blue whale’s call is _______as 
jackhammers and jet engines. 



a)Blue whale’s call is (loud) louder than 
jackhammers and jet engines. True or 
false.

Comparison with as…as

b) Blue whale’s call is as loud as 
jackhammers and jet engines. 



a)Blue whale live (long) 
______ than humans. True 
or false.

Comparison with as…as
b) Blue whale live __________ 
as humans. 



a)Blue whale live (long) longer
than humans. True or false.

Comparison with as…as
b) Blue whale live as long as
humans. 



a)African elephants eat 
(much) ______ than blue 
whales. True or false.

Comparison with as…as
b) African elephants eat 
___________ as the blue 
whales. True or false.



a)African elephants eat 
(much) more than blue 
whales. True or false.

Comparison with as…as
b) African elephants eat as 
much as the blue whales. 
True or false.



Question

Which one is the biggest animal in this 
group? 

A)Blue whales

B)Dinosaurs

C)Elephants

Use the superlative –est or the most. 

____________ is ___________ animal in
this group.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XR8t56lpBG0&t=292s

https://www.englisch-
hilfen.de/en/exercises/adjectives_adverbs/adjectives_comparison_as_as.htm


